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1. The ConfD Data Provider API

The main task of the ConfD Data Provider (DP) API is to enable user-written data provider application 
daemons to register callback hooks that serve callpoints in YANG data models. These data provider 
applications provide data stored externally to ConfD, outside of the ConfD Configuration Database, CDB. 
The data to be provided is modeled with YANG, just as data stored in CDB is, and requested by ConfD 
from the registered data provider application when clients interact with ConfD’s northbound agents 
(NETCONF, RESTCONF, CLI, JSON-RPC, and SNMP) as well as the Management Agent API (MAAPI).

The ConfD Data 
Provider API

Figure 1: A High-level overview of the callpoint 
driven Data Provider.

The DP API also supports the registration of callbacks for writing to external databases, hooks and 
transforms, validation, push on-change, actions, authentication, authorization, error formatting, SNMP trap 
and inform, NETCONF and RESTCONF notifications including sending such notifications. 

NETCONF/RESTCONF/MAAPI/CLI... Clients(s)

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7950
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc6241
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8040
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A "push mode" data provider application daemon that integrates with ConfD does not use 
the DP API. It writes data (pushes) to the ConfD CDB operational datastore using the CDB 
and Management Agent APIs. This is in contrast to a DP API data provider that ConfD 
reads data from (pull mode) using callbacks which the data provider has registered. 

To avoid writing a book instead of an application note, we limit the scope of this 
application note to data provider "pull mode" applications with a focus on reading YANG 
"config true/false" data with high performance: 

• Operational Data Provider, YANG "config false" state read-only data. 

• Operational State Data Provider, YANG "config true" read-only configuration data in 
the logical NMDA operational state datastore. 

• External Database Data Provider, YANG "config true" read-write configuration data. 

• Transform Data Provider, YANG "config true" read-write and/or "config false" read-
only data. 

• Hook data providers (transaction-hook and set-hook) only write data. So, we will 
not cover them in this read-focused application note. See the ConfD User Guide 
and the examples.confd/intro/11-c_hooks example for more details.

This application note was written based on ConfD 7.5.2. Later versions may have added 
new DP API features. See the ConfD CHANGES notes under "enhancements" for details. 

 

Figure 2: Overview of different data provider application daemons and the scope of this application note

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7950#section-4.2.3
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7950#section-4.2.3
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2. The tailf:callpoint Statement

Common to the pull mode operational data provider, write/pull mode external database, 
transaction/set hooks, and transform data providers is that they all register their callbacks 
based on the "tailf:callpoint" Tail-f YANG extension.

The tailf:callpoint statement is placed in a YANG leaf, leaf-list, list, container, refine, or 
grouping and is inherited to all child nodes unless another tailf:callpoint or tailf:oper 
statement is defined. The tailf:oper statement tells ConfD to store "config false" data 
in the CDB operational datastore. The pull mode data provider type is identified using 
substatements to the tailf:callpoint statement.

Operational Data Provider (read-only)

container sys {
  tailf:callpoint "my-oper-cp" {
    /* Serve only YANG config false data */
    tailf:config false;
  }
  container interfaces {
    uses interfaces;
  }
  ...
}

Operational State Data Provider (read-only)

container sys {
  tailf:callpoint "my-operstate-cp" {
    /* Serve only YANG config true data in the NMDA operational state datastore */
    tailf:operational;
  }
  container interfaces {
    uses interfaces;
  }
  ...
}

External Database Data Provider (read-write)

container sys {
  tailf:callpoint "my-extdb-cp" {
    /* Serve only YANG config true data */
    tailf:config true;
  }
  container interfaces {
    uses interfaces;
  }
  ...
}

Transform Data Provider (read-write)

container sys {
  tailf:callpoint "my-transform-cp" {
    /* Serve both YANG config true & false data */
    tailf:transform;
  }
  container interfaces {
    uses interfaces;
  }
  ...
}

Figure 3: Examples of the YANG tailf:callpoint sub statements used to identify the data provider variants of which the read 
operation is covered by this application note
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3. The "Basic" Read-Only Data Provider

If our YANG data model only consists of container and leaf statements, with no container 
"presence" statements or leaf statements of type "empty" or "choice" in our YANG data 
model, we only need to register one callback with ConfD, get_elem(). Usually, we also 
need to support traversing YANG lists. To enable ConfD to traverse a set of list entries or 
a set of leaf-list elements we can register the get_next() callback. Very simple. Why would 
we bother implementing any alternative callbacks? From a design and performance 
perspective, there are a couple of issues to consider: 

a. Best case there will be one get_next() call for each list entry and one get_elem() call for 
each leaf in that list entry. Each call to, for example, a data provider C-application that 
implements the get_next() and get_elem() callbacks requires at least a context switch and a 
socket call. This overhead becomes significant as the number of list entries and leaf nodes 
increases. The best-case number of callback invocations = list entries x leaf nodes per list 
entry.

b. Two or more clients can be reading data over a northbound interface in parallel. So, a 
data provider must be able to handle multiple concurrent list traversals for the same list. 
For get_next() implementations, this often means that a traversal id state needs to be 
kept for each list traversal to keep track of the list traversal progress. This makes the 
implementation of a generic stateless data provider difficult where multiple states need 
to be handled for traversals of different parts of lists.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7950#section-7.5.5
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7950#section-7.9
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7950#section-7.9
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4. A Generic Data Provider Setup Targeting Optimal Wall-Clock Time 
Performance

For this application note, we will use a generic ConfD Data Provider DP API demo 
from the ConfD-Demos section of ConfD-Developer GitHub in a repository called 
"dp-performance" to explore the difference in performance when reading config and 
operational state YANG "config true/false" data from NETCONF, RESTCONF, MAAPI, and 
CLI northbound clients. 

As a bonus, the DP application uses the ConfD CDB operational data store as an 
"external database" as a backend to provide data by efficiently reading and writing (push 
mode data provider style) the requested data from the CDB operational data store using 
the CDB API. You would not normally due this in production code, but it is done here as a 
convenience for the example. 

Figure 4: The data provider application reads the data it provides from the CDB Operational datastore. 
find_next_object() callback use case.

To achieve the above, we create a copy of the original YANG data models, add "-state" to 
their YANG module name, namespace, and prefix, and make all data "config false". Much 
like what was done for operational state data pre-NMDA. 

NETCONF/RESTCONF/MAAPI/CLI... Clients(s)

https://github.com/ConfD-Developer/ConfD-Demos/tree/master/dp-performance
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8342#section-2
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Reading from the Data Provider 
For optimal general use-case performance, we only implement the following Data Provider 
application callbacks (src/cdboper_dp.c)  for reading configuration and operational state 
data:

• exists_optional()  /* Mandatory to support YANG leaf nodes of type empty and 
presence containers */

• get_case()         /* Mandatory to support YANG choice statements */

• num_instances()    /* Improves the performance, recommended */

• get_object()       /* Improves the performance and mandatory as it replaces get_
elem() */

• find_next()        /* Improves the performance and recommended to replace 
get_next() */

• find_next_object() /* Improves the performance and recommended to complement 
find_next() and replace get_next_object() */

As shown above, we do not implement the get_elem() or get_next() callbacks. To achieve 
optimal performance, we don’t want to register them at all. 

The demo implementation assumes that our root node is a container or a list, i.e., not a 
leaf. We can then set the CONFD_DAEMON_FLAG_BULK_GET_CONTAINER flag using 
confd_set_daemon_flags() and skip implementing the get_elem() data provider callback. To 
have onlu a container or list at the YANG root and not put any leaf statements in the root is 
a recommended YANG best practice. However, if a leaf at the root is really needed, we can 
place a dedicated tailf:callpoint on that leaf and register only a get_elem() callback to serve it. 

For all read callbacks, the example includes a special mk_kp_str() function that allows us 
to take a keypath, change the prefix to add "-state" to it, and make a string out of it that 
can be used with the CDB API calls that we will make to provide the callback requested 
data from the backend; here the CDB operational data store. Normally, when we want 
to transform a keypath to a string for use with a cdb_get*() function call we can use the 
two last arguments of the cdb_get*() functions which is a string and a variable number 
of extra arguments as in: (char *fmt, ...). ConfD allows us to use string substitution using 
a %h modifier to substitute a keypath as in: ("%h", my-keypath). Here, we cannot use that 
convenience as we need to change the prefix to end with "-state" to get the data from 
the copy of the original YANG data model with the data stored in the CDB operational 
datastore. Thus, the need to implement the special mk_kp_str() function.

No get_elem(), get_next(), or get_next_object() 
The get_elem() and get_next() callbacks become redundant and do more harm than 
good (see summary above) when we have registered the get_object(), find_next(), and 
find_next_object() callbacks. 

Why do we not register a get_next_object() callback? Because find_next_object() is 
actually a combination of get_next_object() and find_next(), to both get many list entries 
in bulk and avoid traversing lists unnecessarily, it is therefore redundant to register get_
next_object() as well.

https://github.com/ConfD-Developer/ConfD-Demos/blob/master/dp-performance/app/src/cdboper_dp.c
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However, there is a corner case where we must implement get_next_object(): if we have a 
non-unique secondary-index, find_next_object() cannot be used to traverse the list based 
on that secondary-index as find_next_object() assumes that the key is unique, whereas 
get_next_object() traverses the list based on position, not key(s). With this application note's 
demo, as with most YANG implementations, we do not support any lists with non-unique 
secondary-index and, therefore,  we do not register a get_next_object() callback.

Figure 5: NETCONF <get> with an XPath filter request for list entries and callbacks called 
for different callback setups.

In Figure 5, we illustrate the difference between get_next_object() and find_next_object() 
using a list with two keys and a NETCONF XPath filter request.

In the figure, scenario 1 shows a callback setup where we have registered only get_next() 
and get_object(). Here ConfD needs to first traverse 997 list entries using get_next() until 
the list entry with vpn=996 is found. Then, ConfD will call get_object() to get the four list 
entries from the data provider that match the NETCONF XPath filter.

In scenario 2, we have registered only get_next_object(). Here ConfD will only need to 
make a single call to get_next_object() but will need to get the entire list from the data 
provider into the ConfD object cache. From the object cache, ConfD will traverse the list 
and get the entries equal to or larger than vpn=996

Scenario 3 adds the find_next() callback to get_next_object(). To avoid reading the entire 
list from the data provider application ConfD can now use the find_next() callback to find 
the position of the list entry with vpn=996, followed by a call to get_next_object() to get 
the list entries starting from position 996.

In scenario 4, when we have registered find_next_object(), ConfD will only need to make a 
single call to find_next_object() that finds the list entry with vpn=996 and at the same time 
get the remaining list entries.

NETCONF <rpc><get><filter xmlns:d="urn:dummy" type="xpath" select="/d:routes[vpn >=996]"/></get></rpc>
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exists_optional() 
The exists_optional() callback is mandatory here as we implement presence containers 
and leaf nodes with "type empty". As we use the CDB operational datastore as an external 
database, the information can be easily retrieved using the CDB API cdb_exists() call.

get_case() 
The get_case() callback is also mandatory for this generic example to support choice 
statements. For nested choice statements, there is a reversed path with alternating choice 
and case statements in confd_value_t format that we transform into an ordinary string 
path before we pass it to cdb_get_case(). 

num_instances() 
The num_instances() callback is not mandatory, but it will improve the wall-clock time 
performance when ConfD needs to know the number of entries in a list or leaf-list. If 
the underlying system can easily provide the number of entries in a list, this callback 
will significantly reduce the wall-clock time required to get the number of list or leaf-list 
entries. In this case, the underlying system is the CDB operational datastore, so, only a call 
to cdb_num_instances() is needed to get the information and pass it on to ConfD. If not 
registered, ConfD will repeatedly call get_next() or find_next() to traverse all list entries in 
order to count them in comparison to one callback invocation with num_instances().

find_next() 
The find_next() callback is used to find list entries and leaf-list entries based on keys, not 
based on position, which is what the get_next() and get_next_object() callbacks do. With 
get_next(), ConfD will use a series of get_next() calls to traverse the list, one list entry 
at a time until the list entry with the matching keys are found. The find_next() callback 
is smarter when the backend data provider can handle it. find_next() avoids traversing 
list entries unnecessarily and saves wall-clock time by just requiring one call to find a list 
entry based on its keys as opposed to traversing the list until the matching keys are found 
with get_next().

For this application note's demo, we are using the CDB API calls cdb_index() and 
cdb_next_index() to locate the keys provided by ConfD to the callback. Then,  cdb_get_
values() is used to retrieve the key(s) by taking a tag value array as input that contains 
the tags for the keys that we want to retrieve from CDB. The values for the keys are filled 
with "no exist" values to be populated by the cdb_get_values() function with data from 
the CDB operational datastore. To get the tags for the keys to be retrieved, we use the 
schema that was derived from the YANG data models using the struct confd_cs_node 
representation of the schema.

Callbacks that use the ConfD Object Cache  
For this application note's dp-performance demo, it gets a bit more challenging to keep the 
mapping generic going from the data provider callbacks to the CDB operational datastore 
for the bulk callbacks; here, the get_object() and find_next_object() callbacks. However, the 
reward for our work is significant wall-clock time performance improvements.

get_object() 
The get_object() callback is used to return an entire "object", i.e., a list entry or container 
in a single callback invocation instead of multiple get_elem() calls. It is here a mandatory 
callback as we are, for performance reasons, not registering the get_elem() callback. To 
be able to do so, we set the CONFD_DAEMON_FLAG_BULK_GET_CONTAINER flag 
using confd_set_daemon_flags() when we initialize the data provider which tells ConfD 
that our data provider is prepared to handle a get_object() callback invocation for not just 
list entries, but also containers with leaf nodes.
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The data is provided back to ConfD from the get_object() callback using a tag value array 
with the confd_data_reply_tag_value_array(). The tag value array format is convenient here 
as we can retrieve the data from the CDB operational data store using a CDB API cdb_get_
values() function call in the tag value array format. The tag value is also a bit easier to work 
with if you are used to some other tag value way of representing the data, such as XML. 

The data provider uses cdb_get_values() to retrieve the "object", i.e., list entry or 
container, from the CDB operational datastore by taking a tag value array as input that 
contains the tags for the nodes that we want to retrieve from CDB. The values for the 
nodes are filled with "no exist" values to be populated by the cdb_get_values() function 
with data from the CDB operational datastore. To get the tags for the nodes to be 
retrieved, we use the schema that was derived from the YANG data models using the 
struct confd_cs_node representation of the schema.

Nested lists and choice statements are handled by another call to get_object(), find_
next_object(), or get_case() callbacks, but multiple leafs, leaf-lists, etc, are passed in a 
single get_object().

find_next_object() 
We finally arrive at find_next_object(), the foundation of achieving a high-performance 
data provider, especially if the lists it serves are large. With find_next_object() we 
combine the power of find_next() and multiple get_object() calls into a single find_next_
object() call for finding and retrieving multiple list and leaf-list entries. 

This callback thrives when registered together with find_next() and get_object(). When 
you register find_next_object(), it is not strictly necessary to also register find_next(). 
However, omitting find_next() may have a negative performance impact, since there are 
cases (e.g. CLI tab completion) when ConfD only wants to retrieve the keys for a list. In 
such a case, if we have only registered find_next_object(), all the data for the list will be 
retrieved, but everything except the keys will be discarded. 

With find_next_object() complementing the find_next() and get_next() callbacks, we will 
be able to traverse large lists very fast compared to one find_next() and one get_object() 
call for each list entry.  

Standalone leaf-list corner case 
For leaf-lists, there is a special case that we must cover in a find_next_object() callback 
where the leaf-list is placed standalone, i.e., not in a list or with other leaf nodes. If there is 
a find_next_object() call dedicated to a leaf-list with a request for the first or next object in 
a leaf-list, we must pass that one (and only one) single leaf-list entry value back to ConfD. 
The easiest way to do so in the dp-performance demo code is use cdb_get() to get the 
leaf-list entry and reply using the confd_data_reply_next_object_array() function.  Since 
we haven't implemented get_next_*() the next value that we return can always be -1 since 
find_next() or find_next_object() will always be used for the next value.

Also, note that we cannot use confd_data_reply_next_key() to reply in the find_next_
object() callback other than to reply if there is no next leaf-list entry, e.g., confd_data_
reply_next_key(tctx, NULL, -1, -1).

Passing one leaf-list entry at a time back to ConfD may not seem very performance-
friendly, but it only has to be done for the special standalone leaf-list use case. For leaf-
lists that are placed inside a list or in a container with other leaf nodes, the entire leaf-list 
can simply be passed back together with the other leaf nodes. ConfD will then not do a 
dedicated find_next_object() call to retrieve the leaf-list.
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Providing list data from the find_next_object() callback 
Just as with the find_next() callback, for this application note's dp-performance demo, 
we are using the CDB API cdb_index() and cdb_next_index() to locate the keys provided 
by ConfD to the callback. cdb_get_values() is here used to retrieve not only the key(s) 
to one list entry but several list entries with all its content except nested lists or choice 
statements inside it. Nested lists and choice statements are handled by another find_
next_object() or get_case() call, but multiple leafs, leaf-lists etc, are passed in a single 
find_next_object().

The tag value array we create as input for cdb_get_values() contains the tags for the list 
entries and their content that we want to retrieve from CDB. The values for the list entries 
are filled with "no exist" values to be populated by the cdb_get_values() function with data 
from the CDB operational datastore. To get those tags for the list entries to be retrieved, 
we use the schema that was derived from the YANG data models using the struct confd_
cs_node representation of the schema.

There is no limit to the number of list entries that can be passed back to ConfD in a single 
reply (here using confd_data_reply_next_object_tag_value_arrays()). However, ConfD 
performs the best wall-clock and memory-wise if large lists with hundreds or more list 
entries are passed back to ConfD in chunks of 100-200 list entries depending on how much 
content each list entry contains. In this application note's demo, the list entry chunk size (or 
max number of objects) is set to 100 list entries. For example, a data provider serving a list 
with 1000 list entries will need to process 10 calls to find_next_objext() from ConfD, which in 
comparison is a significant improvement over 1000 find_next() and get_object() calls. 

Callbacks for Writing Data to an External Database 
For demo purposes, this application note's demo also implements the usual callbacks for 
writing configuration data:

set_elem() 
The set_elem() callback writes the value of a leaf, except leaf nodes of type empty().

create() 
This callback creates a new list entry, presence container, leaf of type empty, or a  
leaf-list element.

remove() 
The remove() callback removes an existing list entry or presence container and all its sub-
nodes (if any), an optional leaf, or a leaf-list element.

move_after() 
This callback is mandatory if we provide configuration data that has YANG lists or leaf-lists 
with an ordered-by user statement. move_after() is not supported in this application note's 
demo as lists cannot be "ordered-by user" when "config false", e.g., when stored in the 
CDB operational database.

Then there are several non-mandatory callbacks for supporting transactions. While it may 
be tempting to skip implementing the transaction callbacks and transactions altogether 
in order to save a few ticks, you are then setting yourself up for trouble. A recommended 
read to understand the consequences and enable an intelligent decision is the ConfD 
User Guide chapter on "the external database API" and the "Managing Distributed 
Systems Using NETCONF and RESTCONF Transactions" white paper.

https://info.tail-f.com/managing-distributed-systems-using-netconf-and-restconf
https://info.tail-f.com/managing-distributed-systems-using-netconf-and-restconf
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5. Debugging Data Provider Performance

For debugging the performance of a data provider, we require:  

• Logs to be able to debug the interaction between the ConfD daemon and the data 
provider application. 

• To be able to measure the number of callback invocations to retrieve the data we 
want to test with. 

• Some way of measuring the wall-clock time and ConfD memory (RAM) usage for our 
use cases that we want to test. 

• A way to reproduce the issue, preferably broken down to the minimal components 
required, e.g., YANG data models, data provider applications, ConfD configuration, 
Makefile, test script, northbound client (ConfD tools such as netconf-console, 
confd_cmd/load, confd_cli CLI script, etc.). 

The above information plus the author’s favorite Occam's razor principle and Divide-
and-conquer algorithm will solve, if not all, close to all data provider issues, including 
performance issues.

Important ConfD Logs
Three logs are critical when it comes to debugging data provider application integration 
issues and data provider performance:

• The ConfD developer log - Logs, among other things, ConfD’s interaction with the 
data provider application using DP API registered callbacks.

 – Log level must be configured to "trace" in the ConfD configuration file 
(alternatively, the ConfD dynamic configuration if enabled). 

• The ConfD application libconfd trace log - Logs the application’s use of the DP API 
through the libconfd library that is linked with the application. 

 – Log Level must be set to CONFD_PROTO_TRACE to enable timestamps, or, as this 
application note's dp-performance demo cdboper_dp.c does by using the CONFD_
TRACE log level and add timestamps using the confd_user_log_hook feature. 

• The developer and libconfd trace logs combined are the number one tool for 
debugging data providers and their performance. 

• The ConfD XPath trace log – ConfD uses XPath expressions not only for YANG 
must and when statements, but also for filtering done by northbound agents such 
as NETCONF, RESTCONF, CLI, MAAPI, etc. Since it is easy to write a bad XPath 
expression that starts harassing the data provider with reads, using the XPath trace 
log to find such expressions will solve many performance issues. 

• The ConfD error log – A fourth log, the error log, can sometimes be useful too. Any 
issues related to ConfD internal processing are logged in the error log in binary 
form and can be printed to clear text using the confd --print-log flag. Note that the 
errors logged in the ConfD error log are not necessarily a problem with the ConfD 
daemon itself. Rather, they often show misuse of the flexible and comprehensive 
ConfD API; here, the DP API. Also note that while the error log may provide good 
hints, much of what is in it is comprehensible only to Tail-f/Cisco's ConfD support 
engineers and developers. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam%27s_razor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divide-and-conquer_algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divide-and-conquer_algorithm
https://github.com/ConfD-Developer/ConfD-Demos/blob/master/dp-performance/app/src/cdboper_dp.c
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Measuring Wall-Clock Time and Memory Usage
We keep it simple here according to the author’s favorite KISS principle. See this 
application note's demo run.sh script for an example on how a simple shell script can be 
used to run test cases and measure wall-clock time for different northbound agent read 
requests, including ConfD’s memory usage (RSS) at the end of the test case and high-
water mark memory usage (HWM), i.e., peak memory usage for the test case.

For investigating the timings of different phases of ConfD’s read and write transactions 
and the calls to the data provider callbacks, see the developer log. 

Counting Callback Invocations
The developer log is not only useful for debugging issues and viewing timings, it can also 
be used to count the number of invocations of a callback as a sanity check. For example:

$ cat devel.log | grep "devel-c find_next_object request for callpoint 'oper-cp'" | wc -l
72

Avoid Using the CLI for Measuring Data Provider Performance 
The CLI is a human-to-machine interface and does things like completions, table 
lookahead, and YANG tailf:extension handling which makes the result a bit more 
unpredictable. Therefore, measure your data provider performance using MAAPI, 
NETCONF, and/or RESTCONF, in addition to measuring the performance using a CLI 
script. See this application note's demo run.sh script for an example.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KISS_principle
https://github.com/ConfD-Developer/ConfD-Demos/blob/master/dp-performance/app/run.sh
https://github.com/ConfD-Developer/ConfD-Demos/blob/master/dp-performance/app/run.sh
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6. The Caches and Timeouts a Data Provider Need to Handle

When tackling performance issues seen with large nested lists, the data provider 
application daemon needs to be designed with the timeouts associated with the 
caches and queries in mind. Four ConfD timeouts which directly affect the data provider 
application are discussed here in order of importance for the typical use case.

Figure 6: The object cache and operational data cache 
serve the ConfD CAPI DP API with callback caching.

The Operational Data Cache
The operational data cache is turned off by default in the ConfD configuration file (confd.conf) 
under /confdConf/opcache. When turned on, ConfD will cache the data retrieved from the data 
provider callbacks until the timeout associated with it expires. If another northbound interface 
request for the same data arrives before the timeout expires, ConfD will use the cached data 
to send the reply without invoking the data provider callbacks for that data. For the cache to 
be used by a callpoint, the tailf:callpoint statement needs a tailf:cache substatement which 
may have a tailf:timeout substatement that overrides the timeout set in confd.conf. See the 
ConfD User Guide chapter "Caching Operational Data" for details. 

Note: Even if the callback has registered with the callpoint using the CONFD_TRANS_CB_
FLAG_FILTERED flag, ConfD will not pass list filters to the callbacks if the tailf:cache statement 
is used with a tailf:callpoint as ConfD will not store application filtered data in the cache.

The CDB Operational Datastore
When considering using the operational data cache with your data provider, it is important 
to at the same time consider replacing your "pull mode" data provider with a "push mode" 
data provider which, instead of registering a callback that is cached by the operational 
data cache, will "push" the data into the CDB operational datastore periodically that will 
"cache" the data for you. 

NETCONF/RESTCONF/MAAPI/CLI... Clients(s)
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If you are considering improving the performance for the northbound client reading data 
by using longer timeouts for the operational data store cache, you might as well push 
the data periodically into the CDB Operational Datastore. Retrieving data from the CDB 
operational datastore will always be faster than retrieving it from an external source using 
callbacks registered by a data provider application daemon. 

New Session and Query Timeout 
The transaction callbacks invoked via the control socket that we registered using the 
confd_register_trans_cb() functions, e.g., init() etc., must reply to ConfD within the time 
configured for the /confdConfig/capi/newSessionTimeout.

Similarly, the data callbacks invoked via a worker socket, e.g., get_object(), find_next_
object(), etc. that we registered must reply to ConfD within the time configured for the /
confdConfig/capi/queryTimeout. If either timeout is exceeded, the daemon will be 
considered dead and ConfD will disconnect it by closing the control and worker sockets.

Avoid setting the new session and query timeouts too low in an overloaded system or 
taking too much time to generate a reply from, for example, your find_next_object() 
callback that may be processing 100-200 list entries at a time. 

In some rare cases, it may still be necessary for a certain data callback such as a find_
next_object() callback to have a longer execution time. In those rare cases, the confd_
data_set_timeout() function can be used to extend (or shorten) the query timeout for the 
current callback invocation.

Object Cache
The object cache, which could also be called "the list entry" cache, temporarily caches 
the list entry data returned from get_object(), get_next_object(), and find_next_object() 
callbacks while ConfD is processing the list entry data or waiting for more data from, for 
example, a find_next_object() that is returning a very large list with 100-200 entries at a 
time; especially for very large or deeply large nested lists. This list entry cache timeout is 
configured via the /confdConfig/capi/objectCacheTimeout parameter in confd.conf.

The object/list entry cache in ConfD may become invalid (e.g., due to a timeout) before all 
the returned list entries have been processed by ConfD. ConfD may then need to issue 
a new callback request based on an "intermediate" next value. This is done exactly as for 
the single list entry case, i.e., if next is -1, find_next_object() or find_next() will be used, 
with the keys from the "previous" list entry.

If your data provider application knows that a reply with multiple list entries from, for 
example, the find_next_object() callback will be slower than the objectCacheTimeout you 
can use the timeout_millisecs parameter for one of the three confd_data_reply_next_
object*arrays() functions that are used to return the list entries to ConfD. If we pass 0 for 
the timeout_millisecs parameter, the objectCacheTimeout configured via confd.conf will 
be used for which the default setting is only 2 seconds. 
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7. Doing the List Filtering in the Data Provider Daemon Application

To improve performance (wall-clock/CPU time), the application may be able to do a better 
job by spending less time compared to the ConfD daemon to do data filtering. 

Reduce Wall-Clock/CPU Time Spent on Filtering
The XPath filter ConfD will use after receiving the data from the data provider application 
can optionally be retrieved from ConfD by the data provider application callbacks. The 
XPath filter can then be used by the data provider to instead of, for example, passing an 
unfiltered large list to ConfD from multiple calls to find_next_object(), filter the data, and 
pass only the already filtered data to ConfD which may be a small subset of list content.

This only makes sense if the data provider application can make use of the XPath filter 
passed by ConfD more efficiently than the time and memory consumed to provide the 
unfiltered list to ConfD plus the time it takes for ConfD to apply the filter on the data.

Use List Filters to Reduce Memory Consumption and Avoid Running Out of Memory
Another use of the XPath filter is to save memory and avoid running out of memory if there 
are, for example, large nested lists read over for example NETCONF where ConfD needs 
to cache the data in memory before the XML in the <rpc-reply> can be sent to the client. 
The data provider application can then, before providing the data to ConfD, both filter the 
data and calculate if the data need to be capped to avoid running out of memory.  

How to Use the List Filter
When we set the CONFD_DATA_WANT_FILTER in the flags fields in the struct confd_
data_cbs used when registering the data provider and its callbacks, we tell ConfD to pass 
a filter to the data provider application get_next(), get_next_object(), find_next(), and 
find_next_object() callbacks. 

The filter is passed to the callback if the list traversal is done due to an XPath evaluation 
done by ConfD due to for example: 

• A NETCONF XPath filter read 

• A non-trivial NETCONF subtree filter 

• maapi_xpath_eval() 

• A NETCONF or RESTCONF query through the query API Etc.

The filter is only passed for the first callback invocation in the struct confd_trans_ctx tctx-
>list_filter when invoking the callback where the data provider application must decide if 
the data shall be filtered or not. The confd_data_get_list_filter() function can be used as 
a convenience to check if the filter has been provided, and, if so, get it from the confd_
trans_ctx struct when the first list entry is requested.

See the ConfD User Guide chapter "Using List Filters", the confd_lib_dp(3) man page 
confd_register_data_cb() under the get_next(), confd_data_get_list_filter(), and confd_
free_list_filter() sections, and the examples.confd/dp/filters ConfD example for details. 
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8. YANG Nested Lists and "choice" Statements

Be wise when constructing YANG data models, especially if the data is placed outside of 
CDB and served to ConfD by a data provider application.

A callback like find_next_object() can get list entries from a list in chunks fast. But be 
aware that get_object(), get_next_object(), and find_next_object() will not get nested 
choices or lists inside their parent lists. There will be separate calls to a get_case(), get_
object(), get_next_object(), or find_next_object() callback for them.

An Example of the Nested List and "choice" Statement Pitfall
Say we have a list like in the toy YANG data model below, here in YANG Tree Diagram format:

module: nested-lists
+--rw list-container
+--rw list-lvl1* [name] <-- 1k list entries
+--rw name    string  

If there are 1k list entries, there will 10 calls to find_next_object() to get the above list as 
our application's max chunk size is set to 100 list entries to feed the ConfD object cache 
with chunks optimal for ConfD’s performance.

We now add a nested list, list-lvl2, without creating any list entries for it:

module: nested-lists
+--rw list-container
+--rw list-lvl1* [name] <-- 1k list entries
+--rw name    string

   +--rw list-lvl2* [name] <-- 0 list entries
+--rw name     string

Even if list-lvl2 has no entries, as ConfD traverses list-lvl1, the lvl2 list need to be checked. 
We get a linear polynomial, x + 10  1k + 10 = 1010 find_next_object() callback invocations 
made by ConfD.

Let’s add a YANG choice statement to that second level and populate the second level, 
i.e., the list-lvl2, with 1k list entries too, but with no data in the choice statement nodes:

module: nested-lists
+--rw list-container
+--rw list-lvl1* [name] <-- 1k list entries
+--rw name    string
+--rw list-lvl2* [name]  <-- 1k list entries
+--rw name     string
+--rw (three)?         <-- not set
+--:(dummy1)

      |  +--rw dummy1?   string
      +--:(dummy2)

+--rw dummy2?   string

Here, we get a quadratic polynomial, x2 + x + 10 → 1M + 10k + 10 = 1,010,010 find_next_
object() + get_case() callback invocations.

Stating the obvious, over a million callback invocations will likely take significant time with 
most systems.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8340
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There can be even more callback invocations here if the system is slow and ConfD 
exceeds the object cache timeout (default 2 seconds) between reading list-lvl2 choices. 
ConfD will then do another find_next_object() call to the first level list before moving on to 
the next level2 list as the object cache timed out. 

So, be on the lookout for large, nested lists and/or case statements to avoid getting stuck 
doing socket calls and task switching invoking your data provider callbacks. If you require 
such YANG constructs, consider storing the data for them in CDB if possible.

9. YANG "must" and "when" Statements XPath Expressions 

In addition to clients reading data using ConfD’s northbound interfaces, XPath 
expressions are used with, for example, YANG when and must statements and can be 
infinitely complex and thus consume an infinite time to evaluate by the ConfD XPath 
module while calling the data provider application callbacks over and over to get the data 
ConfD needs to evaluate the XPath expressions.

A best practice rule of thumb if data processing performance is of interest is to make sure 
that must and when statements are not used more than necessary and that they are kept 
as simple as possible according to, for example, the Occam's razor and KISS principles 
previously mentioned in this application note. 

An Example of a "must" Statement XPath Performance Disaster
In the YANG example below, an XPath expression that uses the count() function in a YANG 
must statement is used to check if a nested list’s key is unique across all nested lists.

container routing-instances {
/* To avoid a performance disaster, replace the must statement with: */

    //tailf:unique-selector 'routing-instance/interfaces/interface' {
    //  tailf:unique-leaf 'name';
    //}
    list routing-instance {
      key "name";
      leaf name {
        type string;
      }
      container interfaces {
        tailf:callpoint my-callpoint;
        list interface {
          key "name";
          leaf name {
            type string;
            must "count(/routing-instances/" +
              "routing-instance/interfaces/interface" +
              "[name = current()]) = 1";
            }
          }
        }
      }
    }

The must statement XPath expression in the YANG snippet above will count how many 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam%27s_razor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KISS_principle
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interface names equal the current interface name which will always be 1 if the name is unique.

The above must statement XPath expression can be translated to: 
"When there is a change to the interface list, for all interface list entries, in all routing-
instance list entries compare each interface list entry key name to the current interface list 
entry key name and count the number of times there is a match. If there is more than one 
match fail the validation".

The problem is that as an interface is added, deleted, or modified all interface must 
statements will trigger to evaluate their XPath expression. If you have 1k routing-instance 
list entries and 10 interfaces per routing instance, there will be 1k * 10 XPath comparisons 
for each interface list entry, so a grand total of:

1k *10 * 1k * 10 = 100,000,000 list comparisons. 

Needless to say, that will consume significant time, especially when the data is not 
provided by ConfD’s CDB database but by a data provider’s registered callbacks.

No known alternative XPath expression can improve the performance significantly for 
the above unique check. The YANG "unique" statement cannot be used for nested lists, 
so either a tailf:validate YANG extension can be added where the comparison is done 
by efficient C, Java, Python, or Erlang code, or we can use the tailf:unique-selector 
extension that already implements an efficient algorithm that can check a nested list leaf 
for uniqueness.

To detect these types of issues besides using wall-clock performance tests, enable and 
check the xpath.trace log, be on the lookout for the use of XPath functions such as the 
count() function used here, and overly complex XPath expressions. 

The XPath syntax and functions documentation is a bit spread out and best consumed in 
the following order: 

• The main documentation can be found in the W3C XPath 1.0 standard. 

• YANG 1.1 and NETCONF 1.1 RFCs pointing to the W3C standard.  

• Regarding XPath functions, see the W3C XPath 1.0 standard under "4.1 Node Set 
Functions" 

• The YANG 1.1 added XPath  function extensions are described in section "10 XPath 
Functions" 

• The ConfD added YANG XPath function extensions are described in the tailf_yang_
extensions(5) man page under the"XPATH FUNCTIONS" section.

10. The NMDA Operational State Data Provider Origin Attributes

https://www.w3.org/TR/1999/REC-xpath-19991116/
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7950#section-6.4
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc6241#section-8.9
https://www.w3.org/TR/1999/REC-xpath-19991116/
https://www.w3.org/TR/1999/REC-xpath-19991116/
http://10 XPath Functions
http://10 XPath Functions
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When our data provider is serving an IETF Network Management Datastore Architecture 
(NMDA) <operational> state datastore through a tailf:callpoint { tailf:operational; }, the data 
provider should support the useful NMDA "origin" metadata annotation. 

The origin identifies where the data came from. For example, for a hardware chassis, the 
origin of the operational state data will likely be "system" when a card is inserted into a 
previously empty slot or "intended" when the manager of the system added configuration 
for the card to the CDB running datastore.

To support NMDA "origin" of in this application note's dp-performance demo data provider 
application, cdboper_dp.c, we need to: 

• Implement and register the get_attrs() callback. 

• Have our format_object() function copy the tag values from the external database, 
here CDB operational, copy the data to a confd_tag_value_attr_t struct and either 
add or prepare to add the origin value instead of to a confd_tag_value_t structure. 

• Change the get_object() callback to provide the data to ConfD using the confd_
data_reply_tag_value_attrs_array() function to include origin attributes with the tag 
values provided instead of plain tag values.  

• Have the find_next_object() object callback, similar to get_object(), use the confd_
data_reply_next_object_tag_value_attrs_arrays() function to provide the data.

11. Summary

The performance of the data provider application is often key in the many integrations 
done with the ConfD Data Provider API. When a data provider application is not 
performing it quickly becomes the biggest problem. In this application note, we attempted 
to clarify and visualize how a vast majority of all data provider applications can integrate 
with ConfD to achieve the best possible performance. We used the dp-performance 
demo as a reference and hope that new and existing projects can use that reference 
demo accompanied by this application note to supplement the ConfD and standards 
documentation moving forward and thereby avoid the most common pitfalls and 
misunderstandings that we have seen ConfD users struggle with late in their development 
cycle in various DP API integrations over the years.

12. Resources

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8342
http://NMDA "origin" metadata annotation
https://github.com/ConfD-Developer/ConfD-Demos/blob/master/dp-performance/app/src/cdboper_dp.c
https://github.com/ConfD-Developer/ConfD-Demos/tree/master/dp-performance
https://github.com/ConfD-Developer/ConfD-Demos/tree/master/dp-performance
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This section contains a few useful links and pointers for implementing ConfD data 
provider daemon applications.

Demo
This application note's data provider performance demo https://github.com/ConfD-
Developer/ConfD-Demos/tree/master/dp-performance

ConfD Examples
examples.confd/5-c_stats
examples.confd/6-c_config
examples.confd/8-c_stats_no_key
examples.confd/10-c_config
examples.confd/dp/generic_perf
examples.confd/dp/find_next
examples.confd/dp/filters
examples.confd/dp/ranges
examples.confd/dp/ranges-multi
examples.confd/dp/delayed reply
examples.confd/user_guide_examples/simple_trans
examples.confd/nmda/*

Standards
The YANG 1.1 Data Modeling Language
Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF)
RESTCONF Protocol
Network Management Datastore Architecture (NMDA)
NETCONF Extensions to Support the Network Management Datastore Architecture
RESTCONF Extensions to Support the Network Management Datastore Architecture
W3C XPath 1.0

ConfD User Guide Chapters
Operational Data
The External Database API
Transformations, Hooks, and Hidden data

ConfD man-page Pointers
confd_lib_dp(3) main section
confd_lib_lib(3) main section
confd_lib_types(3) main, "XML PATHS", "USING SCHEMA INFORMATION", "XML 
STRUCTURES", and "DATA MODEL TYPES" sections

Application Notes and White Papers
List Filters in ConfD
Managing Distributed Systems Using NETCONF and RESTCONF Transactions
NMDA and ConfD
ConfD Operational Data and External Databases
XPath in NETCONF and YANG
Inside the ConfD Operational Data Provider API

https://github.com/ConfD-Developer/ConfD-Demos/tree/master/dp-performance
https://github.com/ConfD-Developer/ConfD-Demos/tree/master/dp-performance
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7950
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc6241
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8040
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8342
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8526
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8527
http://W3C XPath 1.0
https://info.tail-f.com/list-filters-in-confd
http://Managing Distributed Systems Using NETCONF and RESTCONF Transactions
https://info.tail-f.com/nmda-and-confd
https://info.tail-f.com/confd-operational-data
https://info.tail-f.com/xpath-netconf-yang
https://info.tail-f.com/confd_operational_data_api
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